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The observation of hyperfine structure in atomic hydrogen by Rabi 
and co-workers1–3 and the measurement4 of the zero-field ground-
state splitting at the level of seven parts in 1013 are important 
achievements of mid-twentieth-century physics. The work that 
led to these achievements also provided the first evidence for the 
anomalous magnetic moment of the electron5–8, inspired Schwinger’s 
relativistic theory of quantum electrodynamics9,10 and gave rise to 
the hydrogen maser11, which is a critical component of modern 
navigation, geo-positioning and very-long-baseline interferometry 
systems. Research at the Antiproton Decelerator at CERN by the 
ALPHA collaboration extends these enquiries into the antimatter 
sector. Recently, tools have been developed that enable studies of the 
hyperfine structure of antihydrogen12—the antimatter counterpart 
of hydrogen. The goal of such studies is to search for any differences 
that might exist between this archetypal pair of atoms, and thereby 
to test the fundamental principles on which quantum field theory is 
constructed. Magnetic trapping of antihydrogen atoms13,14 provides 
a means of studying them by combining electromagnetic interaction 
with detection techniques that are unique to antimatter12,15. Here 
we report the results of a microwave spectroscopy experiment in 
which we probe the response of antihydrogen over a controlled 
range of frequencies. The data reveal clear and distinct signatures of 
two allowed transitions, from which we obtain a direct, magnetic-
field-independent measurement of the hyperfine splitting. From a 
set of trials involving 194 detected atoms, we determine a splitting 
of 1,420.4 ± 0.5 megahertz, consistent with expectations for 
atomic hydrogen at the level of four parts in 104. This observation 
of the detailed behaviour of a quantum transition in an atom of 
antihydrogen exemplifies tests of fundamental symmetries such as 
charge–parity–time in antimatter, and the techniques developed here 
will enable more-precise such tests.
In an earlier experiment12 using the original ALPHA  apparatus16, we 
demonstrated microwave-induced spin flips in trapped  antihydrogen. 
The current work was carried out using the second- generation 
ALPHA-2 device (Fig. 1), operating at the CERN Antiproton 
Decelerator17. Unlike their matter counterparts, antihydrogen atoms 
must be synthesized18 by merging cold plasmas of antiprotons and 
positrons in specially configured Penning–Malmberg traps. In the 
ALPHA-2 device, we typically mix 90,000 antiprotons, slowed and 
 captured from the Antiproton Decelerator, with 1.6 million positrons 
from a Surko-type accumulator19 to produce about 25,000  antihydrogen 
atoms. These numbers are monitored in daily baseline measurements 
that involve ejecting particles onto a multichannel plate detector.
Of the produced antihydrogen atoms, only a few will have low 
enough kinetic energies (0.54 K in temperature units) to be trapped 
in our superconducting, multipolar, magnetic-minimum trap. The 
 current state-of-the-art is that about 20 atoms can be trapped from 
a single  mixing sequence, and we have accumulated up to 74 atoms 
by repetitive mixing (M.A. et al., submitted). A single mixing and 
 capture sequence takes  approximately 4 min, the bulk of which is used 
for preparation of  plasmas of  appropriate temperature, size and density 
(M.A. et al., submitted). The actual  mixing process takes less than 1 s. 
The trapped antimatter atoms can survive for at least 1,000 s in the 
cryo-pumped ultrahigh vacuum of ALPHA-2.
Referring to Fig. 1, the antiproton and positron plasmas are 
merged in the central Penning trap (yellow electrodes) to produce 
 antihydrogen. An external solenoid magnet provides a uniform 1-T 
field for the Penning trap. The production region is near the centre 
of the magnetic-minimum trap, which comprises an octupole coil for 
transverse confinement of neutral anti-atoms and five short solenoids 
(‘mirror coils’) that can shape the axial trapping well. The trapping 
 volume is cylindrical, with a diameter of 44.35 mm and length of 
280 mm. For the current experiment, only the outer two mirror coils 
are used to create the axial well.
Antihydrogen atoms that leave the trap and annihilate on the 
 electrodes of the Penning trap are registered by the ALPHA-2 
 annihilation detector20. This three-layer silicon vertex detector that 
surrounds the trapping volume (Fig. 1) determines the vertex position 
of the antiproton annihilation. The amount of trapped antihydrogen 
can be determined destructively at any time by intentionally ramping 
down the trapping magnets to release anti-atoms, while monitoring 
their annihilations. The dominant background in our experiment 
comes from cosmic rays, which trigger the detector at an average rate 
of 10.02 ± 0.02 s−1 (all errors herein are one standard deviation).
To distinguish antiproton annihilations from cosmic rays, we 
use extended versions of our previously developed methods of 
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 multivariate analysis12 (Methods). The multivariate analysis used 
for the current experiment yields a cosmic ray background rate 
of 0.00559 ± 0.00051 s−1 and an overall detection efficiency for 
 annihilations of 0.596 ± 0.002.
Figure 2 depicts the expected energy levels of ground-state anti-
hydrogen in a magnetic field B. Atoms in either of the two levels labelled 
| c〉 and | d〉 have energies that increase with field strength B and can 
thus be trapped in a minimum-B configuration. The other two states, 
labelled | a〉 and | b〉 , are expelled from the trap. The  essential idea of the 
experiment is to use microwaves at about 29 GHz to  resonantly drive 
transitions from trapped to un-trapped states as anti- atoms traverse 
the bottom of the magnetic potential well. At 1 T, the | c〉 → | b〉 and 
| d〉 → | a〉 transitions correspond to positron spin flips. Calculations 
for hydrogen (Fig. 3, inset) show that the inhomogeneous magnetic 
field produces asymmetric line shapes, with sharply defined onsets 
 corresponding to the resonant frequency of either transition at the 
field  minimum. The frequency difference between the two onsets 
 represents the ground-state hyperfine splitting and is independent of 
the field strength and the number of anti-atoms that are trapped. It is 
this splitting that we seek to measure in antihydrogen and compare to 
that in hydrogen9,10.
In Fig. 3 we show the magnetic field strength in ALPHA-2 as a func-
tion of position in the trapping volume. The volume of interest is at 
the centre of the trap, where fields, in the vicinity of the minimum, are 
about 1 T. Microwaves enter the apparatus through a purpose-built 
vacuum feed-through and are directed to the trapping volume 
using a waveguide (Fig. 1). We use an Agilent 8257D PSG frequency 
 synthesizer and a Miteq AMF-4B amplifier to generate the  microwave 
power. We injected 160 mW and 320 mW at the lower and upper 
 transitions, respectively (see the discussion below); both are measured 
at the feed-through.
The experimental procedure involves producing and trapping anti-
hydrogen atoms, removing any residual charged particles from the trap 
using pulsed electric fields, and then introducing microwaves into the 
trapping volume. The microwave frequency is stepped up in 300-kHz 
increments, starting from below the expected onset frequency of the 
| c〉 → | b〉 transition. The trapped antihydrogen atoms are exposed to 
microwave fields at each frequency for 4 s. After the first 16 steps, the 
starting frequency is incremented by + 1,420.4 MHz and the process 
is repeated to scan through the onset of the | d〉 → | a〉 transition. The 
silicon vertex detector continuously monitors for the annihilation of 
antihydrogen atoms that are ejected following a resonant spin flip. The 
total illumination cycle is 2 × 64 s (16 points spanning the onset of each 
transition), after which the trap is de-energized in 1.5 s, releasing any 
remaining antihydrogen.
For the dataset presented here, we repeated this measurement 
sequence 22 times over a three-day period. A combination of single 
and double mixing sequences was used, achieving an average trapping 
rate of about 14 atoms per trial. Each day, before data acquisition, the 
external solenoid field was reset and the minimum field strength at the 
centre of the magnetic trap was determined by measuring the electron 
cyclotron resonance frequency of an electron plasma21. The precision 
of this measurement is estimated to be ± 0.3 mT (equivalent to 8.4 MHz 
in electron cyclotron resonance frequency).
The results of the 22 measurement trials are plotted in Fig. 4. Cosmic 
background contributes 0.492 ± 0.045 events to each 4-s measurement 
bin. The sums of each day’s trials are combined by aligning the maxima 
of the lower (| c〉  →  | b〉 ) transition, to account for day-to-day  variations 
in magnetic field. The responses observed should not be directly 
 compared to traditional spectral lines or to the calculated distributions 
in the inset to Fig. 3, because the detailed shape is strongly influenced 
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Figure 2 | Ground-state hyperfine energy levels. The energy levels are 
calculated assuming they are identical to those of hydrogen. The ket 
notation indicates the positron spin (left; ↓ or ↑ ) and antiproton spin 
(right; ⇓ or ⇑ ) states in the high-field limit. The shaded region illustrates 
part of the range of fields in the ALPHA-2 antihydrogen trap, with the 
minimum at 1.03 T. The full field map is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3 | Magnetic field strength. The scalar magnitude of the total 
magnetic field in the atom trap is plotted versus position. The radial 
position is measured from the symmetry axis of the trap, and the axial 
origin is the centre of the atom trap, defined by the outermost mirror 
coils. Inset, the probability of an atom being resonant at a given frequency, 
calculated for hydrogen; the two low-frequency onsets are separated by the 
ground-state splitting.
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Figure 1 | The ALPHA-2 central apparatus. A cut-away schematic of the 
antihydrogen production and trapping region of ALPHA-2 is shown. For 
clarity, the vacuum wall and the cryostat for the superconducting magnets 
are not shown. Antiproton and positron plasmas are prepared on either 
side of the production region before being mixed to form antihydrogen 
at the centre of the minimum-B trap. All of the components shown are 
immersed in a uniform, 1-T, axial magnetic field, which is provided by an 
external solenoid (not illustrated).
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by the rate at which the trap is depopulated as atoms undergo spin-flip 
transitions.
Figure 4 reveals a qualitative difference between the shapes of the 
responses for the two transitions. The lower transition features a 
low-frequency onset and a narrow width; most of the anti-atoms are 
removed in the first two resonant bins. The more gradual onset and 
broader width of the upper transition are attributed to a lower ampli-
tude of the in situ microwave magnetic field (see simulation results 
below). As illustrated in Fig. 1, the Penning-trap electrode stack in 
ALPHA-2 represents a complicated boundary surface for the injected 
electromagnetic radiation. It is unsurprising that disparate mixtures of 
standing and travelling waves are established at different frequencies. 
We can measure the strengths of the microwave electric fields in the 
vicinity of the two transitions by studying electron cyclotron resonance 
heating of electron plasmas stored in the trap centre21. These meas-
urements lead to the conclusion that, for a given injected power, the 
microwave electric field strength at the centre of the trap is about seven 
times stronger at the lower transition frequency than at the higher one. 
However, we do not know the precise in situ relationship between the 
microwave electric and magnetic fields; and it is the latter that drives 
transitions between hyperfine levels. To partially compensate for this 
imbalance, we injected twice as much power at the upper transition, 
relative to the lower transition. This reduces the ratio of microwave-field 
amplitudes at the two transitions from seven to five. Our ability to 
 further balance these amplitudes is currently limited by adverse thermal 
effects in the cryogenic, ultrahigh-vacuum environment.
Also shown in Fig. 4 are the results of a simulation (Methods) of the 
expected behaviour of hydrogen atoms in the magnetic environment 
of our trap. The inputs to this simulation include the trapping magnetic 
fields that are calculated from measured currents, the amplitudes of the 
microwave magnetic field that are inferred via electron cyclotron reso-
nance and assuming plane-wave propagation in vacuum, the starting 
frequency for the microwave scan, the energy distribution of the 
trapped atoms, and the expected temporal magnetic field fluctuations, 
which are based on current-transformer monitoring of the currents in 
the trapping magnets. The simulation result is scaled to give the same 
total number of events as the experiment, integrated over both transi-
tions (194 detected events). The simulation explicitly accounts for the 
removal of atoms from the trap as spin-flip events occur.
As described above, our experimental protocol was designed to 
determine the difference between the onset frequencies for the two 
transitions, profiting from the expected sharp increase in signal asso-
ciated with resonance at the magnetic-field minimum. The slower 
increase that was observed in the | d〉 → | a〉 transition complicates the 
determination of the frequency splitting. It is tempting to extract a ‘best’ 
value for the hyperfine splitting by fitting the hydrogen simulation to 
the experimental data, particularly because the simulation reproduces 
the form of the data rather well. Given the fundamental nature of the 
quantity that is to be extracted, however, we defer any such interpreta-
tion until more detailed systematic studies can be performed.
We determine the splitting from Fig. 4 to be 1,420.4 ± 0.5 MHz, 
which reflects the difference between the low-frequency onsets of 
the two lines. The uncertainty includes contributions from drifts in 
the  magnetic field that were observed during the scan (0.3 MHz), 
the  procedure used for combining the data from separate days 
(0.3 MHz), and the determination of the onset frequencies of the two 
lines (0.3 MHz). This is the only available direct measurement of this 
 fundamental quantity. The precision of our technique can be improved 
by reducing the step size in the frequency scan, by balancing the micro-
wave power at the two transitions and by more precise characterization 
and stabilization of the magnetic fields in the atom trap. There are also 
plans to measure the same quantity in zero magnetic field using a beam 
of antihydrogen22.
The release of the antihydrogen atoms that remain in the trap after 
the two transitions have been illuminated yielded 9 detected events for 
the 22 trials. A different multivariate analysis is used for this determi-
nation (Methods); the overall efficiency is 0.726 and we expect 1.3 total 
background events for the 22 trials. We conclude that about 96% of the 
trapped anti-atoms were removed as a result of a spin flip. Independent 
measurements using only the lower transition indicate that a micro-
wave power sufficient to remove all of the trapped atoms with a 1-s time 
constant was injected without adverse thermal effects in the cryogenic, 
ultrahigh-vacuum system. In addition to being a useful diagnostic for 
optimizing antihydrogen trapping, the ability to selectively control the 
populations of the trapped quantum states will be useful for future 
microwave and optical spectroscopy of trapped antihydrogen.
The work described exemplifies a new approach in antimatter 
 physics: the observation of spectral line shapes in antihydrogen. The 
ability to make a controlled frequency scan over an expected  quantum 
mechanical transition in an atom of  antimatter points the way to 
more precise tests of fundamental symmetries with antihydrogen. 
Charge–parity–time invariance implies that the detailed shapes—not 
just the resonance frequencies—of spectral lines for  hydrogen and 
 antihydrogen in the same environment must be  identical. We will soon 
be able to use such precise measurements to subject antihydrogen to 
previously unobtainable scrutiny.
Also of interest is the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-type tran-
sition between the | c〉 and | d〉 states, which corresponds to an anti-
proton spin flip. Recent advances in trapping efficiency (M.A. et al., 
submitted) bode well for the feasibility of observing this transition in 
trapped antihydrogen. The absolute energy scales for the positron and 
antiproton spin-flip transitions in ALPHA-2 are respectively five and 
eight orders of magnitude smaller than that of the laser transition that 
was recently observed15. In addition to probing different interactions 
in the anti hydrogen Hamiltonian, these energy scales offer very high 
sensitivity to potential new physics23.
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Figure 4 | Data and simulation. The number of detected antihydrogen 
annihilation events (filled blue squares), summed (see the text for 
details) over 22 trials, is plotted as a function of frequency. Note the 
discontinuous abscissa. The error bars represent counting statistics only. 
The expectations from the simulation for hydrogen in the trap are also 
shown (open red squares). The simulation results are scaled to match the 
total number (194) of observed events and are aligned to match the onset 
of the lower transition. The simulation includes the effect of measured 
fluctuations in the currents in the trapping magnets.
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Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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MEthOds
Simulation of the microwave–atom interaction. Our simulation of the micro-
wave flip process uses quantum and classical ideas. The motion of antihydrogen 
through the trap is determined by solving the classical equations of motion using a 
fourth-order symplectic integrator. The force on the atom arises from the spatially 
dependent magnetic field. Because the magnetic fields are always large, the state of 
the antihydrogen is conserved unless the resonance condition is satisfied. While 
trapped, the atoms are in either the | c〉 or | d〉 states (the low-field-seeking states). 
These states have a magnetic moment that is approximately equal to that of the 
positron, which leads to a potential energy of PE ≈ μB/2, where μ = gμB. Here, μB is 
the Bohr magneton and g is the spin g-factor. The force is obtained by numerically 
computing the gradient of the magnitude of the magnetic field.
The energies of the hyperfine states are solved using an effective Hamiltonian 
with the hyperfine splitting and the magnetic moments of hydrogen as inputs. 
A quadratic interpolation of the energies at three consecutive time steps is used 
to determine whether the microwave resonance condition is met. Where in 
space this condition is met depends on the currents in the various magnets and 
on the microwave frequency. If the resonance condition occurs during the step, 
then the Landau–Zener approximation is used to obtain a spin-flip probability. 
The time derivative of the energy separation is calculated from the quadratic 
interpolation. The matrix element V that couples the | c〉 and | b〉 or | d〉 and | a〉 
states depends on the microwave magnetic field BMW perpendicular to the static 
 magnetic field at the position at which the antihydrogen is in resonance; it is well 
approximated by V = BMWμ/4. To estimate BMW we use the electron-cyclotron- 
resonance  plasma-heating diagnostic discussed in the main text, which measures 
the microwave electric field EMW perpendicular to the static magnetic field. We 
then assume BMW is uniform and given by BMW = EMW/c, where c is the speed of 
light in  vacuum. (The precise relationship between EMW and BMW is not known 
because the boundary conditions imposed by the electrode stack support a complex 
mixture of standing and travelling wave modes. Errors from making this assump-
tion are reduced by averaging.)
Resonance conditions are encountered in pairs as atoms pass through the centre 
of the trap, and we account for the possibility that spins will flip more than once. 
Simulations do not predict a simple exponential decay of trapped populations when 
microwaves are present; the rate at which atoms encounter resonance conditions 
and the probability that they undergo a spin flip as they pass through resonance 
vary with trajectory. However, as an indication of scale, a microwave intensity 
of 4 mW cm−2 (corresponding to BMW = 0.6 μ T and V = h × (4 kHz), where h is 
Planck’s constant) applied just above the onset of either transition will clear atoms 
in the corresponding state from the trap with a time constant of order 1 s.
Multivariate analysis of detector events. Differentiation of antihydrogen annihi-
lations and background events (primarily cosmic rays) is achieved by discerning 
their distinctive topologies. A multivariate analysis package is used to distinguish 
between these two populations24,25.
Two independent multivariate analyses were performed for this experiment: a 
low-background analysis for identifying annihilations during the 128-s microwave 
window and a high-signal-acceptance analysis to identify annihilations during the 
1.5-s trap shutdown. The latter analysis has the same design as used in previous 
experiments12,16. The former analysis is modified to achieve a much lower back-
ground, through the addition of more variables that enhance the signal-to-back-
ground  discrimination. The additional variables include: the asymmetry in hit 
count between the two hemispheres defined by the plane perpendicular to the 
event axis12 and passing through the centre of the trap; the minimum distance of 
closest approach of any cosmic track candidate to the reconstructed vertex; the 
polar angle of the vector describing the vertex position26 relative to the centre of 
the trap; and the average of the ratios between the axial and radial projections of 
the tracks that originate from the reconstructed vertex.
The signal and background data used for multivariate-analysis training, 
 validation and testing (split equally) comprises a set of 305,706 annihilation events 
and 236,969 background events.
Data availability. The datasets generated and analysed during this study are 
 available from corresponding author J.S.H. on reasonable request.
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Owing to a technical error, author J. S. Wurtele was listed incorrectly 
as a corresponding author instead of author J. S. Hangst in the HTML 
version of this Letter (the PDF version was correct). This has been 
corrected online.
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